Elizabeth To
7th grade
Days at Lasan
Our typical days are from 9AM to 4 PM. In the morning we watch Bible Movies
then we go to song class and learn new songs. We have songs in Vietnamese and English.
After song class is recess then virtues movie. The virtues movie has a talking buffalo,
bobcat, and a prairie dog. In the beginning either Zach or Annie has a problem,they go to
the Buffalo’s cave and read stories regarding the subject. The stories teach them how they
should behave in the situation. Examples of the virtue movies are perserverance,honesty,
humility, and respect. After the virtue movies is class time each class does something
different depending on the teacher.
Then we have lunch, we are required to finish all of our food. Once we are
finished, we can do go hang out with friends, buy candy or ice cream, or play card games.
After lunch, we have activities such as computers, art/debate/study,(depends on the day)
and swimmimng. During swimming we play games such as water polo and volleyball.
Usually teams are divided by gender. Boys vs. girls but sometimes exceptions are made
due to team sizes.
Water polo is played like soccer except we can touch the ball. This year, there are
cones, if you pass the cone and score then the point does NOT count. There is a goalie so
the person scoring shouldn’t have a clear shot of the goal. In the middle of the game,the
teams switch sides. For example, if the girls were on the right half of the pool they will
now move to the left side of the pool. We usually keep playing until the end of class. For
volleyball, we have a net across the pool, we have a light, big ball that is our “volleyball.”
If the side serving hits the ball out of bounds then the other side will keep serving until
they hit the ball out of bounds. Around 4 PM Lasan is over for the day.
There is a
place where our parents can drive through to pick us up or drop us off.
Next year, Lasan will be closed for renovation.

